TOWING DISABLED VEHICLE – OVER LENGTH

DATE:_________ Permit Number:_________

RIDER to be attached to and made a part of permit.

This permit is issued to the tow truck specified on the face of the permit. This permit authorizes the towing of a disabled vehicle or combination of vehicles, laden or unladen, exceeding 65 feet in length (not to exceed 135 feet maximum overall length of tow truck and towed vehicle); from point of breakdown or accident on the highway to the nearest truck service stop or company terminal, whichever is closer.

All disabled vehicles, to be towed, shall be of legal size and weight and legally registered (C.V.C. 4000). Wrecked vehicles, whose dimensions do not exceed 12 feet wide or 14 feet high, may be moved providing the requirements of Accompaniment No. 1 to the permit are satisfied. Wrecked vehicles whose dimensions exceed the dimensions above are to be towed to the nearest parking spot and a single trip permit must be obtained prior to moving. The maximum permitted weight of the tow trucks drive axle(s) are as follows:

- Single drive axle 20,000 lbs.
- Dual drive axles 40,000 lbs.

The driver of the tow vehicle must comply with all provisions of the C.V.C., except as specifically stated herein.

Movement during restricted hours as listed on Accompaniment No. 1, Section 1, Paragraph 5, may be made only when directed by an Officer of the California Highway Patrol or other local law enforcement officer.